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SSU travel abroad course returns from Greece
LORI FERRELL

UC I

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

he students involved
in Shawnee State.
University's fusttravel
abroad course returned home Sept. 7 from their
trip to Greece. They are, with
their majors, from left to right,
back row:
,.
Jim Wor1anan (Social Sci-:
ences), Jill Callihan, AngelaDaviS:
(Social Sciences), Stan Callihan
(Social Sciences), Damon Graf
(Business), Jennifer Burchett
(International Relations); Barbara
Costas (undeclared), Rachel Dye
(Occupational Therapy), Jeremy
Wells (Social Sciences), Robert
Wright (Social Sciences).
Vanessa Wolsefer (Pre-Med),
Eleanor Marsh (Faculty), Unna
Maines (Counselor) and AnlY
Reed (Social Sciences).
From left to right, front row:
Erin Smith (Social Sciences),
Jennifer Bowen (Social Sciences), Sarah McClanahan,
Kristie Fannin (Social Sciences);
Connie Maynarti, Dr. Stylianos
Hadjiyannis (Faculty), Joyce
McCall (Social Sciences) and
Erin Schultenover (Occupation@.).
Therapy).
To find out more details ofthe
Greece trip, please see the related
Students and faculty posing in front of the Parthenon on the AcropoHs. story on page 4.
photo courtesy Dr. Stylianos Hadjiyannis
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UIS makes changes to instructional labs ssu ~o hold_Bear Run
LoRI FERRELL

u

UC I EDITOR- IN-CHIEF

niversity Information
Services has implemeted a number of changes that
have been made to the academlc
computingnetworkintheinstructionallabs; improvements have
been made to both hardware and
software. UIS has tried to make
the network easier to use and
give it a betterph.ysical condition
than last year.
The primary change i_s an upgrade of the network operating
system from Novell to Windows
NT. This new operating system
will allow professors to better
manage the labs and will make the
systems easier to use. With this
change comes the need for all
users tc;, log into personal

accmmts, called ACADEMIC, in ti.al, middle initial, the number one,
the lab. All users, students and and their last name. Their
faculty must_now login in order to first-time password will be their
accessanyofthesoftwareappli- socialsecuritynumberwithoutthe
cationsandotherlabresources. dashes. Students will be .
When a lab computer starts up, pr~mpted to change their passthere is a prompt for a Usemame, word to a unique eight-character
Password, and
letter-number
Domain Name.
combination the
1he I>omainName
first time they log
fieldwilldefimltto
in. Signs will be
· SHAWNEE and
~~§§
posted in the labs
in order to assist
this is what should
be in that field._
_
students become •
Users need o n l y ~
accustomed to
to enter their
this process.
personal usemameandpassword
Accountsforfacultyscheduled
at this pointto log in.
to teach in labs this fall and for
Student accounts are now ere- staff working in other related
ated automatically when a student areas have been set up. However,
completes registration. The ifan instructor needs an account,
username for a student will be the they may contact UIS to get
sameasinthepast,theirfirstini- onesetup.

I

r-.:p

Students and teachers will also
noticethatallofthelabsnowsup-port full Internet access to help
students obtain experience and
researchskills. lfstudentsarenot
yet familiar with the Netscape
browser, introductory two-hour
sessions will be offered on this
softwaredwingthefirstcoupleof
weeks ofclasses.
Duetothenewnessofsomany
things, there may be some minor
fine tuning that will need to be
done. "The long-range benefits
ofthis change will far outweigh
any conversion pains we may be
experiencing in the first few
weeks," said Greg Dandio, Director, UIS. Any problems or
comments should be addressed to
UIS at ext. 2487 or in room B5
on the lowerlevel ofMassie Hall.

S

hawnee State University will sponsor the
Third Annual Fall Bear
5K Run/ Walk (3.1
miles) on Tuesday, Sept. 30, at
6 p.m., on the SSU campus.
The race is open to all interested runners and walkers. The
entry fee is $8 if preregistered or
$10 on race day. All area students, elementary, middle, or high
school students can participate
free of charge if they preregister
before race day. Race Director
Larry Mangus said, "The waiver
of the entry fee is our way to
involve local students in a campus activity." Registration forms
have been sent to all area schools.
All participants will receive a
custom designed T-shirt and are
eligib~e for over 165 medals in a
wide range of age categories. A

new "8 and under" age category
has been added this y~r
for younger runners. SSU
sweatshirts will be awarded to the
race winners, and to winners 1n
the SSU faculty/staf( student, and
alumni categories. Medals will be
given to the "most mature,"
"youngest," and "middle ofthe
pack" finishers. Due to the
increased number ofparticipants
in the popular walkers category,
it has been exp~ded and 20
medals will be awarded this year.
The 1997 Fall Bear Run had
a record 354 :finishers. The men'~
race was won by Dave Lykips,
who now runs on SSU's Cre>&~
Cotmtry team. The women's race
was won by Minford High Schppl
runner Emily Burchett.
For further information aq~
registration formscall 355-2280.
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t: Here's your sign: the .*ahem* stl,Jpidities 1004-no more
;-of SSU presented for your enjoyment
I

This fall, I got my tuition bill..
Why did they spend a whole
''· UC I Col'ffiUBUTOR
On this bill was a $9 scholarship summer staining each and every
I've been attending SSU for fee. How much ofa scholarship brick on Massie Hall, and not
quite some time now, and have does my nine dollars buy me? If re-carpeting the Allied Health and
· noticed many odd things on this it's not for me, why should I pay Kricker buildings? Does itreally
campus since 1992. While this it? I pay tuition out ofpocket, no have to look like a huge Dura1
: editorial is by no means a large financial aid. Why am I paying for Cell battery?
Why does the SSU bear still
' ... enough space to deal with these something I don't get?
While
paying
my
$9
scholarnot
have a name?
" issues, they can be touched on for ·
the comedy value.
ship fee in the new Bursar's
Why do I have to turn in the
1
Topping the list are: The Great Office, I noticed the two-inch- same paperwork three times in
; Wall ofSSU, The Pagan Temple thick bulletproof glass. I hear one month in order for the infor•' site behind the library on Third there's been a rash of Bursar•s mation to stick?
....
Office holdups, where many a
,_ Street, the lack of a dormitory, a
Why, after going almost two
1
: ...' new $9 "scholarship fee" added Bursar's Office employee was years without the use of Massie
Hall, is there now
I to our bills, bulletproof glass in shot. I am so
a big lack ofavail: l the Bursar's Office and cowitless
happy to hear that
our Bursar's
able space on
: ' others.
' !,
,
Taking them in order:
Office employees
campus?
'1• ' When SSU took over Second are safe from
Why did they,
just a few years
, • Street, many ofthe people here these heinous
' 1 · were worried that an inebriated hooligans.
ago, spend all that
money to buy a
If I've already
t
Portsmouth barley enthusiast
MY
would jump the curb and drive signed up for fall
nice l 004 Building
TWO
sign, and then
down the sidewalk. Looking classes, why do l
demolish
it?
- after SSU students' safety, the have to fill out the
CENTS
Why should I
PTB decided to erect a huge con- "intent to enroll'.
Aren't
l
form?
take
SSU security
b crete v.:all, blocking that barley
seriously when all they carry is
:'· enthusiast from driving down the enrolled already?
And the person that's always a flashlight? I've got more
sidewalk. Then, they tear it down.
On the comer of Waller and sick and on vacation in the Finan- •firepower than that in the trunk of
" Third Streets, there are eight huge cial Aid department-has she mycar.
Why•is it that classes start on
concrete pylons that look strik- disappeared into the Bermuda
Thursday?
ingly like an ancient Egyptian Triangle?
And if the classes start on
Why does it take the death of
1 temple. What are they for? What
do they do? Couldn't the funds SSU's benefactor to make the Thursday, why don't the books
for that have served some better campus look well groomed and get here till the following Monday?
-(' purpose?
neat? With Vern Riffe's death. And why are the books cheaper
,.· . This college is, unfortunately, SSU was turned into a beautiful at Waldenbooks and the OSU
book store?
,,, caterin~~<!!'_~~~u~ut~! s!':!~en_t__ parkland.
Why are they goiiig to repave
Why does anyone take a
• pool. Most everyone within
..,. driving distance who wants to be the already-paved parking lots major in Liberal Arts?
1
when there is a huge gravel lot that
Why do Engineering Technol"' : in college, is. The dorm facilities
<it. on this campus are quite lacking.
needs paving worse?
ogy majors have to write their
It For years there have been
Why is the building where the Senior Seminar paper on "The
• 1_, complaints that SSU is not growUniversity Chronicle is located Third World?"
-.r, . c.
• mg 1ast enough. Is there a corre- locked up before classes are over
Why does my major sponta-!, lat1on
. here.?
neously change to anything
for the evening?
: : ANDY ROBERTS
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WILLIAM CASSIDY

UC I

ASSISTANT EDITOR

The l 004 Building was tom
down Friday, Sept. 19, 1997,
except the major I wrote down
with surprisingly little fanfare.
when I applied to SSU?
The beloved home to the Arts
Why have I been a full-time
and Humanities faculty was
freshman with a 3.XX grade
reduced to nothing more than
average since I 992 and now I
rubble. Some people will be glad
have the prerequisites for my 400
it's gone; others will rage at the
level classes?
destruction ofthe "historic" site.
Why isn't there any coffee in
Now I find myself wondering
the "Internet Cafe?"
whether we'll be better offwithWhy did they name it
out it. Did 1004 have to die?
"Speedy?"
What does SSU have to gain
What exactly is a "wellfro!Il the obliteration ofthe ancient
rowided" student? I've been trybuilding? Prohably the differing to watch my weight.
ences to the campus will mainly
Why do the English core
be aesthetic-let's face it: the
requirements here at SSU,meet
building was an anachronism, built
the English Minor requirements at ·
in the Paleozoic Era to house
Morehead?
"aged women." It was kind of
Why is the "University Cenembarrassing to house our prester" on the far side of campus?
tigious Artists and Humans in a
Why do we need an Ohio
crumbling brick house with screen
River Overlook? To see
doors hanging limply upon their
Pittsburgh's dead bodies, or the
hinges. In addition, there was the
heavy-metal-tainted, radioactive
architectural paradox ofhaving a
fish carcasses?
_multimillion dollar, ultramodern
Why is there a ten ton rock
arts center lying catty-cornered to
sitting in the grass near the door
an old nursing home. And let's
to the University Center?
not forget that now that I004 is
Why is everything in the Vern
gone, we have open prime real
Riffe Center for the Arts named
estate again--the perfect place
after someone? Can I contribute
for another one ofthose cool grey
$10 and get the "Roberts Urinal .
metal SSU monoliths like in front
Puck?"
What ever happened to
Cinema Night?
Why do I have to pay another BRIAN MEIER
$16 when I sign up on the "bud- UC I CONTRJBUTOR
get payment pfan?" Sowids like
Did you have prob1ems with
a R~ganomics budget to me.
lines at F.iPwlciw.._Mth.is fall:?
Why1 tf enrollment is dbwrll
This
year was the worst I have
are there no open pa;kin~·
ever seen it. Many ofthe students
spaces?
Why is that lion in front of I spoke with waited in line for
more than an hour, and some for
Massie Hall?
But mainly, why does this cen- as long as four hours. ~at w~s
ter for higher learning look like the the problems upstairs that last
office from a ''Dilbert" cartoon? · week of summer break? What is
this saying for a campus that has
more than 60 percent of its
student body receiving financial
aid-are we not here for
"Students First?" A motto the
• university should be living by,
because if it wasn't for the
students where would we (the
faculty and staff) be?
I was glad to see Clive Veri
make it seem that my case is
and
others go above and beyond
the exception and not the rule.
A certain amount offoul-ups to lend a hand to the students and
are expected in an institution of show concern for the students. It
any size. While Shawnee State was also good that the Bursar's
is not a large school, it does · Office was across the hall so that
seem to understaffed. Also, .I the students didn't have to do the
think, there are more student Shawnee Shuffle across campus.
What needs to be done to
employees than staff I'm allfor

Finan·cial Aid problems

I

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Financial Aid fails to ·s erve students

Opening day for SSU was an
eventful one. People tried to find
parking spaces where there were
none and grumblings from most
of the student body pierced eveiy conversation.
"Where is the money?" was
the big question ofthe day. "What
horror story do you have to tell
about financial aid'.?" was the
other.
Between the addition of several new and tmexplained fees and
the loss or shall we say ''misplacement" ofmany loans, grants and
scholarships many.students found
it a battle to get into classes and
an even greater battle getting their
books due to lack of ftmding that
was supposed to be there.
When you ask the financial aid
department about the foul up they
say that the lady who was in
charge of these monies became
ill in August, she took a few weeks
off and that put them behind. I
and others want to ask isn't this a
rather big job for just one person? Why wasn't there someone who could take her place?
Isn't running a l.llliversity like running a business? Most businesses

try to have an adequate staff to
cover their incoming money so as
not to lose it or incur the wrath of
those who put their money and
their trust in that business. Maybe
Shawnee administration should
take one of their own business
courses and for good measure
throw in a little ethics with it
Many students wanted to confront administration at their September board meeting about
these issues but the usual second
Monday in the month meeting
was.held before school started.
-Some talk arowid campus has
been a student walk out, others
dumped their bucket of "Good
Stuff' in the trash saying they
didn't want any bribes, some
complained that with all the extra
fees you would think they would
concentrate on getting more
parking spaces and less new
renovations to buildings.
Shawnee Administration
needs to pay attention to business. Temptingfatebynotworking out details on teachers contracts and facing the possible
walkout_ofmaintenancepeople
when therr contract nms out soon

added to the anger ofthe student
body over money and you have
a powder keg situation. By the
way Shawnee, powder kegs do
not defuse themselves. It takes
someone with nerves of steel,
who is willing to.take the full blast,
ifit comes to that, and someone
who will not run away and hide.
Don't let Shawneejoin the list of
things killed by greed, power and
huge egos in the Portsmouth area.
Eveiyone has to bend, not just the
working class.
Judy Wilson

giving students much-needed
work, but I think having all student workers except for two or
three staffpeoplt;-especially in
an area where there are huge
amounts of money being dealt
with- is a little over the top.
If what I have heard is true,
SS U will have to do something,
just to satisfy the student body.
If enough people co,mplain,
something will be done. After ·
all, as you said, SSU is a business, and the customer is
always right.
-Lori

I have heard a lot of complain ts recently about the
incompetency ofFinancial A id
and the Bursars office. I,
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimyself, had no problems, other than a slight delay
in sending out my loan papers.
The horror stories I have heard

•

Editor's note. ..

Remember, letters to be printed in this section are
printed exactly as we get them. Please make sure you

check for legibility and spelling and grammatical

'errors before sending. Thank you. -Lori
•

•

•

•

ofthe University Center.
But on the other hand, wfi
did I 004 have going for it? Wi
it was old. That pretty mu
sums it up. Not that there's
thing wrong with preserving
old building, but ifyou want yo
campus to look modem, y~
have to make some sacrifices. ,
coµrse, Massie Hall's got a fe
years on it but we fixed that up
guess 1004 wasn't import
enough to us. On the other h
1004 was supposed to E
hawited, so maybe we shoul
have disturbed the resting pla •
of supernatural forces. I kno
won't pay an _"exor9is~ fee" o
my college bill.
The campus will probably 1
better with it gone, but it is ta
bad that nothing remains of
historic building. We probabl
should have kept at least one Cl
the sides intact. We could ha~
set up a "I 004 Wailing Wal]
where wayward Arts an
Humanities majors could com
seeking faith and guidanc
Alumni would be heard t
remark, "I remember I 004.
sacred place she was. The
yowig ones, they are too cau
up in their arts centers and co
puter labs to remember, bin I ·
not forget her," or maybe not.

•

•

•

•

assure that this fiasco doesn't hap
pen again in the winter or next fall'
I{we continue the same ~ay.
,;m;).ikely to lose more student:
as we have already had happei
due to this problem. I personall;
handled phone call after phoni
call from students and parents 1Iy
ing to reach the F~ancial Aic
Office. Many of these parent
and students were very upset witl
the problems they were encol,lll
tering. Some of the problem
were problems with unfriendl,
staff, lost papers, promises no
being kept, confusion, and lacl
ofcommunication.
What are we the students
do? I would encourage ever:
student to send -me an e-mai
(BPI MEIER@shawnee.edu) o
drop offa letter in the game roon
by Sept. 26, 1997. I'm trying t1
put together a packet of studen
problems so we can address th,
issue. Please include any resolu
tions to the problems you encoun
tered if you can think of ways t1
correct this problem.

940 Second St., Portsmouth, Ohio 45662
(614) 355-227g news desk• (614) 355-2502 ad sales

Lori Ferrell
Editor-in-Chief

William Cassidy
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John
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I

DELTA SIGMA PHI
LIJIIDA TROLLINGER
UC /' CONTRIBUTOR

\

·
1

I
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Delta Sigma Phi, one ofShawnee State's Greek fraternities, is
part ofthe national organization
which is based in Indianapolis,
Indiana. Beginningtheir fifth year
on campus, they have met the
requirements ofa "colony'' organization by attaining the necessary
number of members, GPA
mandates, and commwuty seivice
hours to apply for "chapter status." According to John Nichols,
Engineer Leadership Director,
"Everyone joining through this
quarter will be listed as a charter
member; it's a pretty big deal."
Theiratemityfocuses on interaction and development oftheir
members, and encourages participation in not only campus, but
conimunity activities as well.

Nichols said, "We have adopted
two miles ofhighway on US 23
for cleanup, tutor students at
Grant Middle School through our
Adopt-A-School program, and
logged over 1000 hours offlood
reliefwork this spring. We won
the Community Service Points
Award for the most community
seivice hours ofany organization
on campus." Despite their work,
they still have time for social
activities and theme parties.
The President, Aaron Stevens,
along with the other officers,
preside at the club's meetings
every Monday night in the
Micklethwaite Lounge at 9 p.m.
For more information on Delta
Sigma Phi, contact their office,
355-2541, or the Student Activities Center, 355-2217.

Jtniutr1tittt ¢.lJrnnirlt
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Shawnee Nature Club
resumes meetings
The Shawnee Nature Club
resumes its monthly meetings
and activities in September and
will meet every month through
June. A wide array ofprograms
and activities and planned for the
upcoming year. Nature enthusiasts will enjoy hearing about
butterflies, birds, nature art, how
environmental assessments are
made, and much more over the
course ofthe year. Outings each
month will include trips to Raven
Rock, Rocky Fork Gorge,
Shawnee State Pm-k, the annual
Audubon Christmas Bird
Count, a "Big Tree" tour, and a
visit to a National Wildlife Refuge on the Ohio River islands
near Manchester. The meetings
are on the third Tuesday each
month at the New Boston Commwuty Building at 3980 Rhodes
Ave. in New Boston, Ohio.
Meetings start at 7 p.m. unless
otherwise noted. Outings meet
at vari<?us times and places and
will be announced in advance.

The Shawnee Nature Club is
an organization to promote interest in all phases ofnature, both
as a hobby and as a science.
Single membership is $5; family
membership is $10 for the year.
All Nature Club activities are
free and open to the public.

responsible for coordinating So much freedom, in fact, that
much of their fun· and hectic Hotdoggers have appeared on
schedules.
"Oprah," a Rodney Dangerfield
The year begins with training movie and hundreds oflocal and
at Hot Dog High where they national media outlets.
learn all about Oscar Mayer's
For more information, contact
history and products, planning Oscar Mayer, Wienermobile
special events and how to ma- Department, PO Box 7188,
neuver their Wienermobiles in Madison, WI 53707.
traffic. If they pass the test and
graduate from Hot Dog High, ·Aramark makes policy
they are given keys to a changes
Wienermobile and hit the
highways.
With the new food service
A major portion of the job is agreement between Shawnee
participating in television, news- State University and Aramark
paper and radio interviews. The Campus Dining, comes several
Hotdoggers basically become changes. The cafeteria ~l have
celebrities for a ye~r. Jason a new look, new products will
Clark, former East Coast be introduced, and salads will be
Hotdogger, said, "Driving a charged by the plate and no
Wienermobile was the most longer by weight. One of the
chaotic and ftm year ofmy life." changes is that all faculty, staff,
What really sets this intern- and administrators of SSU will
ship apart from the others is the receive a ten percent discount on
amount of creative freedom the any food or beverage items that
Hotdoggers po~sess. "We give are not prepackaged. Items not
the youngest people in the com- covered include Hostess pack'pany the most responsibility and aged bakery items, canned or
..
the least supervision," said Russ bottled sodas, candy bars, and
Whitacre, Program Manager. bagged chips.

Oscar Mayer offering
internships
Remember that song, "Oh I
wish I were an Oscar Mayer
Wiener?" Well, Oscar M,ayer is
actually looking for 30 people
who want to be wieners.
Each year, recent college
graduates get paid to trave! all
over North Americ~. They
attend exciting events such as the
Super Bowl and Mardi Gras, as
well as parades, fairs and charities. And they travel in a 27-footlong hot dog on wheels.
The Hotdoggers, pilots ofthe
Wienermobiles, spend a full year
traveling from border to border
and coast to coast making promotional appearances. Th~y are

Com·puter Society expands

\

The Shawnee State Computer
These projects range from the to follow on this when details
Society is a student organization creation of Internet telecommu- become available. If you wish to
that offers its members the ability nications software to the construe- contact the Shawnee State Comto pQst personal Web pages on tion and management of Web puter Society, plea'se e-mail
the World Wide Web for free, and pages, to the design, construction _ SSC S President Andy Roberts
the option to learn about alterna- andmaintenanceofcomplexcom- (etrigan@dilbert.shawnee.edu)
tive computer software not puter networks. Recently SSCS or Vice-President Eliza Warfield,
covered by SSU classes. SSCS has undertaken projects for both (blassom@dilbert.shawnee.edtJ.)
offers its members the chance to . the Admiss-ions office and the _'..,P.f the Senjor~~_Ystems Adminis.(icickly learn about ~6ri1puter Development and CommW~w&Eator, ;J;~9'H ~~f.fJ,,eld, at
setup~o niaruigeinent, -- Refations office: .. .- -..I r(hafuium@dilbert:shawnee.edu).
and the ability to participate in
There is a rather large project You can also visit their Website
coming up late this winter-more at http://dilbert.shawnee.edu.
projects using this knowledge.

network

Budget Workshop to be held
S'1EVEJOHNSON AND ELIZABEIH SMIIH

SroDENT SENATORS

c

,

1

r

c
1
5
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The Student Senate will be
accepting applications from clubs
and organizations to receive :fimdjng for the 1997-98 academic
year. To receive :fimding from the
Student Senate, a representative
ofthe club or organization must
be present at the Budget
Workshop in Room 132 of the
Advanced Technology Center.
Ariy club or organization. functioning 'under normal circumstance,
that does not attend the Budget
Workshop will not be eligible for
funding for the rest of the 199798 academic year. A person may
not represent more than one club .

or orgamiation during the Workshop. The Budget Workshop will
be held Friday, Oct. 3, at noon
with a lwich following. Applications for funding will be distributed at the Budget Workshop.
Applications to request funds are
due .Thursday, Oct. 9, 1997.
Applications may be turned in to
the Office ofStudent Activities or
the Student Senate. No applications or ftmding will be approved
after the deadline unless special
circumstances exist. If you
have any questions about the
Budget Workshop, you may
contact the Student Senate
at355-2320ore-mail the Chairperson ofthe Finance Commit-

tee at sdljohnson@shawnee.edll
The Student Senate at Shawnee State will also be hosting
"Round Table" meetings at which
student club and organization
leaders will gather to brainstorm
and/or complain about things
going on at Shawnee State. Student Senate's Internal and
Academic Affairs Connnittee has
approved many new guidelines
that will help clubs and organizations at SSU ftmction more effectively. These guidelines will
be discussed at the Round Table
(and also at the Budget Workshop). Free food might also
be served.

Stop by the Office of Counseling and Psychological
Services in the Commons Building or call 355-2213

Shawnee Stat·e Founders'
Day to be held .Oct. 9

Shawnee State University's
Second Annual Founder's Day1
will be held O~t, 9 on the
Campus Green.
"Shawnee State is a young
university," said Clive Veri, president. "Traditions, which are generally hi~torically based, are hard
to come by." As a remedy, the
University is building a tradition
on last year's celebration of its
tenth anniversary. To mark that
special event and the-dedication
of Kricker Hall, Shawnee State
held a convocation on the Alumni
Green. Plans are to meet yearly
on that spot to celebrate the
University's founding.
Founders' Day will feature the
return of Dr. Robert Wilson,
Professor Emeritus at SSU.
Wilson, who wrote under the
pseudonym Harding Stedler,
spent 17 years at SSU. Now with
a perspective achieved from two
years off campus, he is in a
perfect position to reminisce
about the old days.
While at SSU, Wilson was a
professor ofEnglish and founder/
sponsor of the Shawnee State
College Poetry Circle, which has
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Do you like to be in charge?
Do you like to make rules?
Would you like to see som e specific
changes made at SSIA?

lffm

!
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LOANS

MOST ITEM S
.QF VALUE

• WATCHES

STUDENT SENATE IS THE
PLACE FOR YOU!
!
,_

;4<ONCE (or twice) IN A YEAR OPPORTUNITY HAS JUST ARISEN.
Stu.dent Senate has a position open for one senator. All you have to do
to apply for this position is send a letter stating why you would benefi.t
Student Senate to Eddie Friend, President, Student Senate, University
Center, Shawnee State University, 940 Second Street, Portsmouth, OH
45662; or, send an e-mail to RE1FRIEND.

It pays to advertise in

the Chronicle! 355-2502
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• STEREOS
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• MUSICAL
.
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• TYPEWRITERS

changed names and guises
the years but still remains.
He served on many,ff;!punitte~
and consulted with numerous
groups in and out ofthe campus
and Portsmouth area.
Prior to coming to Shawnee
State, he served on the faculty of
the University ofArkansas and
Florida State University and
taught in the Brown Cowtty and
Claremont county Public Schools.
He has written four books, has
had works appear in scores of
anthologies and literary journals,
has had hundreds of articles
published, and has written thou-·
sands of poems.
Since "retiring" to Arkansas,
he has taught a poetry enrichment
course for fifth and sixth graders,
holds the state office of secretary
for the Poet's Roundtable of
Arkansas, edits a weekly poetry
column in the Cabot SfarHerald, and continues to cmiduct
the annual Little Smokie ofOhio
Fall Poetry Workshop at Mwphin
Ridge Inn.
His 1997 Founders' Day recollections promise to unearth
memories and bring forth new

I

ways ofperoeiving the University
and, indeed, ourselves as students
and teachers. Wu~ will deliver
the keynote speech ofthe day. To
add to the celebration, two events
will follow the ceremony on the
Alumni Green, the unveiling ofthe
Alberta Luther Community Collection and a tour ofMassie Hall.
First will be the unveiling ofthe
Alberta Luther Community Collection, a new display to be
housed in the Library. The
Collection will be a rotating one,
showcasing the donated collections ofthe University's friends.
Established this year, with an initial gift by Robert Luther of the
Hummels long collected by bis
wife, Alberta, the Community
Collection is a memorial to her.
"Bpb cared ·enough about
prest:rving his wife's legacy to
purchase cabinets to house it,"
said Veri. "As a result, the collections of others will be showcased there as well."
To encourage attendance for
the Founder's Day celebration, no
classes will be held from 4 to 5
p.m. on Oct. 9. Everyone is
welcome to come.

\~\-State UniformS

~

1105 Gallia St., Portsniouth, OH
,
Call 354-1460\

CIIIIIIII

(Across from Scioto Ribb~r)

·

We offer lab coats, nursing, Dental,
EMT pants and shirts, Velcro belts and accessories: watches,
keychains, large selection of stethoscopes, Littmann, etc.

• Embroidery •

1

• OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK

0

STATE LICENSED
PAWNBROKER

8-&BLOAN
.I353-4250'1
137 GAU.IA - PRTSMT1i~ OH

I
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Jennifer L. Moore

~1/(HU'&

"Gift Baskets For All Occasions"
We speciali.ze in (J{,omance <Bas~ts

(614) 354-1220
1755 Poplar Street
Portsmouth, OH 45662
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Travel abroad course returns to SSU Upward Bound give
DR. STYLIANOS HADJIYANNIS
SSU POLITICAL SCIENCE PROFESSOR

Shawnee State University's
first-ever travel/study abroad
course recently took 18 students,
two faculty, one alumnus, and nine
community members on a nineday trip to Greece. They went
across 12,400 air miles, seven
time zones, four airports, over
600 land miles, and 3,500 years
of recorded history. Its teacher
and organizer, Associate Professor of Political Science at SSU,
br. Stylianos Hadjiyannis said that
''The course is intended to combine the experience oftraveling
abroad in general with the acquisition oflearning about Greece's
$pecific history, artistic expres~ions, politics and economics,
, culture and society, and international relations."
The 30 members ofthe group
flew to Athens. a vibrant, sprawling, modern city of 4.5 million
people that is undergoing a massive infrastructure development
while retaining its "old world"
charm, pedestrian-only parts, and

seemingly endless antiquities
gracing it throughout. During the
next few days, the group proceeded to use guided tour
coaches, high-speed turbocharged passenger fepies, public
transportation buses, taxis. and
put their own legs to much use,to
visit six archaeological sites, five
museums, one ancient theater, and
glimpsed at a variety oftemples
and other ancient and neoclassical monuments and castles, ·
Byzantine churches and monasteries found in, around, and beyond Athens, and also managed
to spend a day on one of the
1,300 islands of Gret:Ce. The
group visited Cape Sounion at the
tip ofthe Athens peninsula where
the Temple ofPoseidon, the god
of the seas, is located and from
where King Aegeas plwiged to his
death, thus giving his name to the
Aegean Sea; the temple of
Athena, the Parthenon on the
Acropolis where the fabled statue
of Athena Nike stood heralding
the beginning ofWestern civilization; the tomb of Agamemnon,

king of the city. ofMychenae and
~eader of all Greeks in their fight
against the city ofTroy as related
by Homer: the city of Korinth
whose plundered wealth the
Roman troops took a whole day
to display to their C?mperor. The
students also saw the exact spot
from where St. Paul the Apostle
preached the new religion; the
mountain of Pamassos upon
whose slopes lies Delphi, the center ofthe world according to legend, and gazed at the temple of
Apollo ofLight from which the
priestess issued the famous
oracles; and the ancient theater of
Epidauvros with its unique acoustics still intact and which modem
science and architecture cannot
duplicate or explain.
A major highlight of being
there was joining one of many
spontaneous, jubilant, and massive street parties that took place
in the center ofAthens following
the announcement that Athens
would host the 2004 Olympic
Games. The particular all-night
celebration attended by the group

students head start

was at the national park in front
of Zappeion palace, the seat of
Upward Bound has comthe rotating European Union
presidency, and only a few yards pleted its fifth year at Shawnee
State University. Fwided by the
away from the all-marble PanAthenian stadium which hosted U.S. Department of Education,
the first modern Olympics in · this program targets students
who are first-generation college
1896.
A letdown was the eventual hopefuls, whose parents have not
cancellation of a concert by completed college and who
Portsmouth-born Kathleen Battle qualify in a designated income
at the ancient amphitheater of bracket. The program received
HerodeionAtticus adjacent to the an initial funding for five years of
$1 million, and recently has been
Acropolis, the same theater made
awarded
an additional $233,449
famous globally by Vanni's live
concert there, and where each for the 1997-98 school year.
During the school year, stusummer the Athens Cultural
dents meet one Saturday each
Festival is held.
Dr. Hadjiyannis, who was born month to focus on topics like
and raised in Athens, plans to academic preparation, personal
offer this course again the same development, career exploration
time next year. He has scheduled and college financial aid/awareness information.
a similar travel/study course to
Upward Bound staff memLondon, Great Britain, this combers
visit local schools monthly,
ing December. Both courses are
and an in-school coordinator
offered by the Department oftl}e
serves
as liaison between stuSocial Sciences, are jnherently
dents and the program. College
interdisciplinary, and are open to
visits, community service
all majors.

photos by Lori Ferrell

All Meets are Men's and Women's

DATE

PLACE

TIM

Saturday. September 27

Bluefield State College
Big Blue Challenge
Camp Creek, WV

11:30

Saturday_Oc.tobetA

E.io

)0;40

Saturday, October 11

Asbury College Invitational
Wilmore,KY

Friday. October 17

Wilmington Coltege Classic
Wilmington. OH

Saturday, October 25

Walsh Invitational
N. Canton , OH

TBA

Saturday, November l

MOC Championship
Walsh University
N .•Canton, OH

10:'15

I'

3. "May I have your cre~it

card or bap.k account number to
hold this scholarship?" is a question to be wary of. A student
shouldn't give out his or her credit
card or bank account numbers
without getting information in
writing first. It may be a setup for
an unauthorized withdrawal.
4. lfacompany says that they
will do all work, one shouldn't
be fooled. Students must apply
for scholarships arid grants
themselves.
5. When a company tells a
student that it will cost money to
hClld a scholarship, it is a lie.
Scholari;hips are free money and
do not cost anything.

6. "You've been selected to

receive a scholarship by a
'national foundation"' or ''you're
a finalist" in a contest you've
never entered, are signs of a
scholarship scam. Students
shouldn't send money witil they
check out the legitimacy ofthe
foundation or program.
Using these tips as a guide, students can easily spot a scam.
However, if students are wisure
about the legitimacy ofa scholarship search company, they can
call The Federal Trade Commission at (202) 326-3761 or visit
its Website at http://www.ftc.gov.

iJJJtjt1Jti.qniiJ

Rio, Gr.aoao, OH

All home games played at Earl Thomas Conley Par

DATE

TIMJ

Tuesday. September 23

Sue Bennett (HOME)

4:00

Saturday, September 27

Cedarville (HOME)

2:00

Tuesday. September 30

Mt. Vernon Nazarene (HOME)

4:00

Saturday. October 4

Indiana Wesleyan (A~ay)

2:30

Sunday, October 5

Anderson (Away)

2:00

Wednesday, October 8

Rio Grande (Away)

·4:00

Sunday, October 12

Thomas More (HOME)

2:00

Wednesday. October 15

Marietta (Away)

4:00

Saturday. October I 8

Malone (Away)

2:00

Sunday, October 19

Walsh (Away)

2:00

JV VO lleyhall
DATE

TIM

Thursday, October 2

Otterbein (HOME)

Sunday, October 12

Alumni (HOME)

Saturday, October 18
Saturday. October 25

u

6:30
TBA

f

(with Wittenberg) (Away)

OwensC.C. '

3:00
4:30

Columbus State (Away)

TBA

Thanks Scioto County for Voting Us #1

Larry Moore

lMX)

S@CCER

AFTER

:scholarship companies scam st.udents
However, there are ways that
a student can tell ifa scholarship
search is a scam or not. Here are
six signs that will help in the
determination:
1. If a company claims that
results are "guaranteed or your
money back," they are probably
not to be trusted. No one can
guarantee that they'll get a student
a scholarship or grant. Refund
guarantees often hav~ strings
attached.
2. Another telltale phrase is
"You can't get this information
anywhere else." There are many
free lists of scholarships readily
available in the library and other
places on campus.

ili

CROSS COIINTR Y

NO MORE 1004 - The former complex of Arts and Humanities faculty offices was demolished Friday, Sept.
19. The 1004 Building was constructed over 100 years ago as a "Home for Aged Women."

, Every year, companies claim-ing to "find" scholarships send .
millions of letters to college
..students, in hope of getting a
response. Some of these com,panies are legitimate, but most are
.pot. In return for their processing
fee, college students usually get
either a directory of scholarships
th~t could be bought much
cheaper elsewhere or a list of
scholarships that the student is
not even eligible to receive. Many
companies use misleading statements such as "millions ofdollars
of financial assistance going
unclaimed," "free financial aidjust
a phone call aw~y," or "results
and/or money back guaranteed."

0

SP@RTS

1004 Building demolished

BEFORE

projects and social and cult
events rpund out this portion
the program.
During the six-week reside
tial program, students live
dormitories on SSU's campu
supervised by resident advism
They attend classes in the co1
curriculum areas ofEnglish, mal
and science, and take electi
subjects such as photography, a
and computer science.
Bridge students, those wh
have already graduated fro
high school, have the opport1
nity to take college classes ·
Shawnee free of charge an
receive college credit.
Upward Bound's succe.
may be measured by the fact
86 percent of the studepts i
volved.go on to college after hig
school, compared to an are
average of approximat~ly 3
percent. For more informatio1
call the SSU Upward Boun
office at 355-2439.

porting Goo·ds

353-1917
304 Chillicothe Street
For ALL your sporting good needs-Trophies & Plaques·- Monogramming - T-Shirts - Uniforms - Screenprinting - Lettering
We also do Greek printing
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The Silhouette Corner is back for another year of battlingtopromotethe"examinedlife." Andwhatabattleitis!
Just how do you go about sharing your short stories,
_
your reminiscences, your meditations on life, or your flights
offancy with the readers ofthe Chronicle? Well, send your writing to me, Kate Palguta. in the care ofthe Arts & Humanities Department;
drop your writing into any ofthe Silhouette submission boxes arowtd campus and at the Campus Coffee House (across from the Center
for the Arts on Third Street); or contact me or anyone on the Silhouette staffvia the e-mail address @silho ifyou need more options.
Meanwhile, Bennie Blevins, a sophomore studying to become a minister in the United Methodist church, would like to share
the thoughts he had upon learning ofthe deaths ofDiana and Mother Teresa. Read what Bennie has to say and see if you agree
that Bennie shall prove to be a fine minister, indeed.

A Meditation Upon the Deaths of Diana & Mother Teresa
by Bennie Blevins

Where do we begin to describe the events ofthis week? As I sit
here writing at my computer this evening, tears in myeyes, the words
seem to escape me. This week the world said good-bye to both
Diana, Princess of Wales, and to Mother Teresa. As these last days
unfolded, I fowtd myselfcaught in a storm of mixed thoughts and
emations. Anger/confusion/sadness and a simple desire to know
"Why?" swelled up within me like a flash flood.
·
As Fall Quarter begins here at Shawnee, as you go to your classes,
listen to the lectures ofyour professors, and interact with your friends,
you may feel as I do; you Q1ay be struggling to wtderstand and come .
to terms with the deaths ofthese two women.
I remember the moment I first learned of that tragic car crash in
Paris. I was sitting at my computer surfing the net and watching a
rerun of"Walker, Texas Ranger." Suddenly, Chuck Norris' face was
replaced by that ofa young grim-faced reporter. As he reported that
Princess Diana had been in a terrible car crash with her boyfriend
Dodi Fayed, he seemed to be forcing himselfto mouth the words.
He relayed how Diana had been chased through a dark tunnel in
Paris, at dangerously high speeds, by a mob of paparazzi on motorcycles. The screen then glowed with an image ofthe black Mercedes
she had been riding in; it had been reduced to a heap oftwisted metal
and broken glass. I gasped iJJ. shock at the sight, wondering how
anyone could have survived. The reporter ended by saying only that
Diana and her bodyguard had been rushed to La Pitie-Salpetriere
hospital.
I sat on the edge ofmy seat fixated on the television, nervously
waiting for more information. When it came, it was not want I wanted
to hear. Doctors had operated on the Princess, trying for hours to
save her life, but in the end her heart had stopped The moment I
heard this, my heart seerned td-stop as well. Diana was dead.
•
I
As tears filled my eyes and ran down my face, my mmd and heart
turned toward her two sons, Prince William, a handsome fifteen year
old who will one day be king, and twelve year old Prince Harry.
"What." I wondered, ·•arethey going to do without their mother, whom
they adored so?"
In the days that followed, the television, radio, and newspapers
were filled with stories and images of Diana and her life. We saw
images ofDiana holding the hand ofa man dying with AIDS, Diana
holding a child with cancer as if he were her own, and images of
Diana with her two precious sons laughing as they rode a roller coaster.
The world watched as millions ofweeping mourners bearing flowers, cards, and even teddy bears as gifts to the "People's Princess"
filled the broad boulevards ofLondon. Everywhere you turned, people
were talking about Diana.
On the day ofher funeral, her coffm, shrouded beneath the lionemblazoned flag ofthe monarchy, was carried by a horse-drawn gun
·carriage through the streets of London. Forming a wall on either
side, mourners stood, some weeping, some just deep in thought. The
world watched as Prince William and Prince Harry bravely walked
behind their mother's coffin. Their heads were lowered in shy reverence as they held back their tears, and their faces looked as ifthey,

too, were asking "Why?"
Then, on Thursday, two days before Diana's funeral, the world
leamedofMotherTeresa'sdeath. lthought"What'snext?"
Mother Teresa was a small lady but a spiritual giant. We all recognize the image ofher draped in a simple blue-and-white robe that
cost her only a penny. Her age was evident upon her tiny loving face,
yet she never seemed to be without a smile. She was a woman who
devoted her whole life to God and to helping others by sharing the
simple message oflove.
Once again the world watched, this time seeing images ofMother
Teresa hugging people with leprosy and carrying dying children. Particularly chilling, given Diana's death, was the image of Diana and
Mother Teresa hugging one another after their first meetin$. And
with every praise uttered in her name, we were reminded ofMother
T~resa's absolute humility. She would not have listened passively to
that praise: she would have raised her bony hands to heaven and
redirected it to God. She would have reminded us that not she but
only God was worthy ofpraise. I do not know what her dying words
were, but I imagine she spoke ofGod's glory and her hope that the
work ofthe Sisters ofCharity would continue.
As Elton John sang: their "Candles burned out long before their
legend ever will."

I believe these deaths caused people to examine their own
actions, to reflect upon their own morals, and to examine the morals
ofthe tabloids and media in general. l folUld myselfdoing this.
I have always thought that things happen in our lives for a reason.
Now, I do not think God actually causes bad things to happen; howev~r. in His wisdom. He allows them to happen so that we may learn
sorpething of great value. God •·s wisdom is higher than ours-so
much higher that it is hard to understand at times why horrible things
happen. But God is in control.
As I reflected and prayed about this week I discovered many
lessons the world can learn from the events it held. The greatest of
these lessons, perhaps, is that oflove.
Jesus said in John 13 :34 "A new commandment! make unto you.
That ye love one another; as I have loved you, that ye also love one
another." I felt prompted to ask inyself "Am l loving people and
showing them that I care and love them?"
Princess Diana once said that the greatest disease facing the world
today is the lack oflove. Just tum the television, radio. or read the
newspapers, and you will see that this is true. The news is filled with
little but war, murder, hate, rape, and child abuse-nothing proclaiming the simple message oflove.
Loving others is a choice that you have to make for yourself. Diana
and Mother Teresa had made that choice, will you? I'm not saying
that either ofthese women were perfect, or that they can be directly
compared. I am saying that we can learn from their acts oflove and
compassion that love really does have the power to change the world.
Ultimately, if we ever want to see our world change, each of us must
choose in his or her own way_ to love and care for one another.
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WIU.IAM C~IDY AND Lom F'ERREu.
REVIEWERS

If you like 1980s rawichy
college frat boy humor, look no
further than "Revenge of the
Nerds." This is the movie that
started that whole sub-genre of
"B" college flicks that have
become permanent 3 a.m. cable
TV fixtures. These movies are
notorious for sexism, glorification
of alcohol and drugs, and heavy
sexual content. But if that's not
enough for you, "Revenge" actually offers something more: plot.
You heard us right-this thing
actually has a plot, and the plot is
actually engaging. It's no Citizen
Kane, bufit'll do. (Besides, we
would rather watch movies about
clnmken college men and women
at 3 a.m. than about journalists
any day.)
This movie opens with the two
lead nerds Lewis (Robert
Carradine) and Gilbert (Anthony

Edwards) going offfor their fresh- Lambda Lambda. The ABs try
man year at Adams College. to stop them at every turn, but
These guys are nerds in the true finally the nerds take action and
'80s sense ofthe word: they wear with their superior intelligence and
pocket protectors, program com- cunning, the stupid jocks don't
puters and think playing with a stand a chance.
robot is cool (now these guys own
lbis is an widerdog fantasy,
about 95 percent of the world, where the people who normally
don't they?). They and the rest lose, win. This kind ofmovie only
ofthe freshmen
works when
are soon forced
the audience
out of their
identifies with
TffiE : Revenge ofthe Nerds
campus housDIRECTOR: JeffKanew
the underdogs
STARS: Robert Carradine,
ing when the
and wants
Anthony Edwards, Ted McGittley
"jock" fraterthem to win.
RATlNG:
t
nity on campus,
In "Revenge,"
the Alpha Betas
this is the case.
(ABs), burn their own dorm Ahnost evecyonee:anidentifywith
house down. Many freshmen the protagonists, who have
then join fraternities oftheir own, always been picked on for lookbut Lewis, Gilbert, and the other ing or acting differently. It is gratinerds in the freshman class are left fying to see them win.
to live inthe college's gymnasilllll.
Although plot is nice, nudity is
Soon, they find their own house also nice. And they show a lot of
and petition to form their own fra- it in this movie.
ternal chapter of Lambda
For example, the nerds hide

•
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As promised, this installment
of Restaurant Rampage! will
look at the greasy world of
French fries. Admit it-you love
these fattening, cholesterol-laden,
deep-fried coffin nails. So dig in!
There are two kinds ofFrench
fries in this world: your standard,
deep-fried potato stick, and your
new-fangled haute cuisine fry,
coated with a spicy flavoring.
Rally's pioneered the newfangled variety with their "OneOf-A-Kind Fries." These fries are
still the best ofthe coated kinds:
crispy, tasty, and all-arowid good.
They are no longer one-of-a-kind
though, as imitators abowtd.
Arby's attempts to dazzle you
by throwing 5,000 varieties of
French fries on their menu,
changing the recipe every couple
ofmonths, and hoping you'll be
so confused that you'll start to enjoy them. The new "Honiestyle"
fries which feature potato skin
remnants aren't all that bad, but
aren't all that wonderful, either.
They are hard to classify, though.
On the surface, they resemble traditional fries, but they do seem to
have a flavor-enhancing coating
of some sort. Their curly fries
aren't worth much, but ifyou like
them, you can always find at least
one in every bag ofHomestyle
fries you buy.
Long John Silver's also
serves coated fries, though the
,coating is a bit different than
usual. It's not spicy like Rally's,
but it does enhance the flavor,
wtlike Arby's. They are very
good. but unfortunately do not go
well with anything other than Long
John's own food.
Now we return to the realm
ofthe traditional fry. The benchmark ofthis category is the everpopular McDonald's fry, which
you can now buy in Small, Large,

Super Size, Monolithic Siz.e, and
Incredibly Huge Gargantuan
Sizes. Simply put, they're still
great fries. I say "still" because
McDonald's.has changed them
over the years to accommodate
health fanaticism. They used to
taste like they were fried in beef
fat, but that will kill you so they
stopped doing that. Fat tastes
great, so they degenerated somewhat. Yet they were still salted
as they were fried, so they tasted
pretty good; But salt was fowtd
to cause heart attacks or migraine
headaches or hangnails or something, so McDonald's yanked it
and then the fries really went
downhill. But now it seems the
franchise h~ realized that people
who eat fast food enjoy taking
their lives in their hands, so they'ie
salting them again. Magnificeqt!
Burger King has French fries
that are pretty much just imitations
of McDonald's. Not bad, but
McDonald's taste better.
On to Wendy's, which features "Biggie" fi:ies with "Biggie"
widths. Yes, Wendy's fries are
thicker than most other fast-food
fries, but that's not always a bad
thing. Sometimes, even to a lesspotato fry fan like myself: a morepotato fry can be good. The
problem is that they're hard to
cook right. Sometimes they
come out cold because of their
size. Other times, they absorb so
much grease they become soggy.
Of course, you may actually
enjoy that in your fires, but not I.
So. in conclusion, I must say
that the "originals" are the best.
McDonald's, which are the fries
most everyone thinks offirst when
they think of fries, are the best
standard fare around. And if
you're in the mood for a flavor~
enhancoo fiy, you still need to loo~
no further than Rally's. Enjoy!_

Writer's Cooperative
The SSU Writer's Cooperative, Shawnee State's newest student organization, will be meeting at 7 p.m. Tuesday, Sept. 23,
in the Campus Coffee. House
across from the Vern Riffe Center for the Arts.
The Cooperative's purpose is
to "bring students together in a
non-classromm setting to foster
the exchange and creation of literary ideas." Dr. Kathryn Palguta,
a professor in the English Depart-

ment. is advising it.
Dr Palguta hopes the club will
"provide an 'outlet, a support
group, a half-way house or even
a 12-step program for writers- · .
as needed." The first meeting will
be an opportwlity for members to
get acquainted and determine the
direction ofthe club.
For more information on the
Cooperative, Dr. Palguta can be
reached at 355-2525 or by
e-mail: kaplguta@shawnee.edu.

cameras in the cheerleaders'
donns and watch them dress and
Wldress for literally hours. In this
regard, the movie is very true to
life. Although in this PC world this
is considered sexism ( and it is,
too), this makes the movie very
amusing. The women are portrayed as nymphomaniacs who
just want good sex. This is a refreshing change from the virginal
portrayal women usually receive.
At the end, the nerd gets the
beautiful girl, but not because of
his intelligence or virtue. It is beFALL QUARTER 1997
cause he is good in bed As Lewis
SeQt. 6 1 1997 - Nov. 26 1 1997
explains, "All jocks think about
is sports; all we think about is
8:00 a.m. - 10:00 p .m-~-• .
MON - THUR
sex."
FRIDAY
8:00 a.m.
- 5:00 p.m.
All in all, this is a pretty good
6:00 p.m.
SATURDAY
10:00 a.m.
movie. It is funny, if sexist, and
SUNDAY
12:00 p.m.
- 8:00 p.m.
has some depth to the plot (not
to mention plenty ofnudity). We * During the last week of classes and fiinals week (Nov. 20 - 26),
give this move three and a half the Library will stay open W1til 12:00 a.m. on Monday through
Thursday. All other times remain the same.
Pocket Protectors.

SSU Library

Boars

I
I
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Hurrian Interest
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Center for the Arts begins
1997-98 sllbscription season

The Vienna Choir Boys; a
musical stage version of"Miracle
on 34th Street," the Canadian
Brass and the Pittsburgh Ballet are •
a few ofthe events hightlighting
thesecondsubscriptionseasonof
the Vern Riffe Center for the Arts
beginning this fall. "We had a
good response to our first subscription season and have tried to
select entertainment based on
those successes," said Carl
Daehler, Executive Director ofthe
Center for the Arts.
This season, the subscription
series, called the Main Theater
Artist Series, will include performances by_six well-known performing artists. The subscription
season opens with tpe Canadian
Brass, the ''world's most popular
brass ensemble" on Thursday,
Oct. 23, 1997. "They will present
an evening of entertainment and
great music that no one will want
to miss. We are very lucky to get
themtoPortsmouth,"said Daehler.
The fully-staged musical
"Miracle on 34th Street," based
on the classic film of the same
name, ushers in the holiday season on.Saturday, Nov. 22, 997.
It is produced by the same touring company that brought "A
Christmas Carol" to the crnrer
last year. "An Evening ofNostalgia" comes to the Center on
Thursdav. Jan. 22. 1998. when
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the Four Freshmen, the Four concert which begins at 3.
Karen Arthur, McKinley Box
Aces, and the Ink.spots take the
center stage with the Colwnbus Office Manager, said, "People
Jazz Orchestra. ''Everyone loved interested in getting priority seatthe CJO when they backed up ing should order the subscription
Doc Severinsen during the series now. Buying the subscripCenter's opening two years ago, tion series not only guarantees the
and this should be just as popu- best reserved seating available,
but also saves more than 25 perlar," says Daehler.
The world tour celebrating the cent offthe single ticket price. It
500th anniversary ofthe found- is like getting one concert for
ing of the famed Vienna Choir free."
The price ofthe six-concert
Boys brings this ensemble of24
to the Center, for a Sunday con- subscription season is $81 for a
cert ofViennese music and folk lower tier reserved seat and $63
songs on Feb. 15, 1998. A fully- for the upper tier. Season tickets
staged version of Shakespeare's for senior cituens and students is
classic "Romeo and Juliet," pre- .$70 for the lower tier and $54
sented by The Acting Company, for the upper tier seats, a savings
the New York-based professional ofan additional 14 percent.
In addition to the public perta"uring company, founded 25
years ago by actor John House- formance schedule, there will be
man, will take place on Tuesday, workshops, student perforMarch 3, 1998. Closing outthe mances and master classes being
subscription series will be the offered by the performers.
Pittsburgh Ballet, performing Workshops and master classes by
story-ballet "Coppelia" based on tht Pittsburgh Ballet and The
the tale by E .T.A. Hoffmann on Acting Company have been
Friday, May 1, 1998. This will scheduled. Daytime perforbe the first tour from this intema- mances for students will be given
tionally-renowned company by the Canadian Brass and the
under the direction of its new Pittsburgh Ballet.
Subscription series tickets will
artistic director, Terrence Orr.
All performances in the sub- be on sale through the day ofthe
scription series will take place in first performance on Oct. 23,
the Main Theater of the Center 1997. For further ticket and seatfor the Arts and begin at 8 p.m., ing information, call the McKinley
except for the Vienna Choir Bovs Box Office at 355-2600.

Havi~ second thoughts about your significant

la

I

Stop by the Office of Counseling ano Psychological
Services in the Commons Building or call 355-2213

Tearing down the walls ...

Directions: Unscramble the words below into the space
provided. The letteb in the circle (0) spaces, when
unscrambled, rJveal a 1004 Building phrase.
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http://women.shn.net/

Women's health conditions can be so personal, and often, so painful. SHN discretely provides a
wealth ofinformation on g)necological issues and a safe place to develop friendships. You 're one
click away from the most innovative women's health community in.the Internet.
http://www.download.corri/

http://pallasweb.com/anastasia/

r

ftp://www.download.com/

It's a big.Web out there, and you may find yourself overwhelmed by all the sites to watch. Perhaps
you go through your bookmarks each week to check for fresh content, waiting for pages to load one
by one. But wouldn't it be nice if som,e nifty new program would automatically check up on yotir
sites, sorting tmt what's new from. what's old news. Fantasize no more-get NET PROBE. Just
import your browser bookmarks and send Net Probe out to scour your favorite places on the Web
for new content. You can even schedule Net Probe 's forays to occur at regular intervals. At the
Quiclc Search type in: net probe.

.

http://www~npp.com/

If you're interested in The Simpsons, this is the site for you! This fan page contains archives of

discussions from the Usenet group alt.tv.simpsons; episode lists, air date information, and more!
http://www.videogames.org/

Do you remember playing the Atari 2600 or Intellivision? Ifyou do, you might want to check out the
History ofHome Video Games Homepage and read up on some ofyour old favorites. From Pong
to Nintendo64, this site covers them all!

r----------------------~
:CAMPUS CoffEE HOUSE~
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BUY ONE COFFEE DRINK,
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This site has been designed for both school and home use on the subject of the Romanovs and
Russian history. This site contains a nwnber of perioq black and white iJ)lage_s that have been
colorized for the Website.
..

.

I

f

Going on a highway holiday? Put down those crumple~ maps and,get VACATION PL~R 97.
This Windows 95 version ofthe popular Vacation Planner for DOS can help you create the perfect
plan for your road trip, offering directions, travel time estimates, and information onfhe distance
between two user-selected cities. New features in this version include bigger and more detailed map
databases, coverage ofEurope and North America for general planning, extensive coverage ofthe
United States, and the ability to insert breaks and-overnight stops into a trip plan, and much more.
And there's no refolding required!

NO MAN BUT A BLOCKHEAD EVER WROTE EXCEPT
FOR MONEY.

:

I

SKIBRC

Have you·looked at the night sky and asked yourselfwhere did all this come from? How did we get
here? Our generation is privileged-ifwe accept the challenge-to have the opportunity to answer
these timeless questions asked around the ancient campfires and in the contemporary classrooms
today. NASA's. Origins Program will search for clues to help you find these and many
more answers.

CRYPTO

DENAHUT

,..

http://eis.jpl.nasa.gov/

Answer to the previous

CROISTHI

I

I :

This site is the Christian Science Monitor's Electronic Edition. You can get the entire newspaper
every day, continuously streamed news from the Associated Press. New features unique to the
Monitor the mix the Monitor's media and other assets in new ways. You can get an at-a-glance
view ofeverything in the site, check out the Site Map.

Sporting a growth curve that would be the envy ofany corporation, Scott Adams' Dilbert is the
fastest growing comic strip in newspapers, appearing in more than l ,400 papers worldwide. Dilbert
is the most photographed, pinned-up, downloaded, faxed, re-faxed, e-mailed and snail-mailed comic
strip in America.

COLLEGE
CAMPUS
BEAMER .
VERN RIFFE
GOLDEN BEARS
CHRONICLE
CLIVE VER!
KRICKER HALL
!Ul!ION
SPEEDY

-~

...

http://www.csmonitor.com/

http ://unitedmedia.com/comics/dilbert

Answers to the previous

''ENTERING BEAR
COUNTRY"

f

This article will describe some of the Web pages you can explore on the World Wide Web.
Stop by the Internet Cafe and "Go all over the world."

~I

:
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GET A SECOND* FREE!
*OF EQUAL OR LESSER VALUE

TH IRD STREET PORTSMOUTH, OH IO

Flowers • Gifts • Books • Art

Directions: Each letter below represents a different letter ofthe
alphabet. Decipher the letters to uncover a famous person's
quotation. Clue: B equals N.

<Dawn's Jlngefs

PISTHA PNW, YP ZS GR JSBPJYSTP
SQ BSBR.
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5829 Gallia St. • Sciotoville, OH 45662
1

Donna Shumway

(614) 776-0005

1
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AD *$%#... BUY *$%#
. ... SELL *$%#...
(GENERALLY, IT'S FULL OF *$%#)

To get your*$%# in here, simply fill out the coupon below.
EXTRA INCOME FOR '97
Earn $500- $1000 weekly stuff-

r------------------- . --------------,

.I
I.
ing envelopes. For details- RUSH WANTED: Old video games- I
The University Chronicle is $1.00 with SASE to:
2
EMPLOYMENT

seeking a student to distribute
GROUPS
newspapers on the SSU campus 6547 N Academy Blvd.Dept N
and sUITOunding areas. Paid twice Colorado Springs, Co. 80918
quarterly. Call 355-2278 or
355-2502. Serious inquiries only.

FOR SALE

WANTED

Atari, Coleco, Odyssey , etc.
Call William, (614) 858-4245,
and leave message.

CHROHIC.LEQASSIFIEDS

APARTMENTS

Got something you'd like to sell? Wanna see who does? Want to meet new people; find
out if there is a place for you to live off campus? See it in ~ere!

FOR SALE: Quantaray 500- For Rent: Studio Apartmen_t
Raise all the money your group t 000mm lens for Minolta. $90. Luxtnybdnn. beautifully furnished
Low, low, low price of $0.20 / word!
needs by sponsoring a VISA Call Mack, 353-3101 ext. 208. w/closet, ceiling fan, ale, caipet,
cable TV ready, phone jack,
Fundraiser on your campus. No
refrigerator, stove& microwave.
invesbnent & very little time
$250 per month + deposit
vourad:
needed There's no obligation, so COMICS FOR SALE. Various
1
Call 354-6672 or 353-0862
why not call for information to- Marvel, DC, and independents.
Ask for Martha
day. Call 1-800-323-8454 x 95. Call Lori, (614) 355-2278.
I
#1 CAMPUS FUNDRAISER
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Bring ad to the basement of Facilities / Office Annex,
1
I
or call 355-2502 / 355-2278
I
I
I

Needs a distribu.tor !

L----------------------------------J

See the classified ad above for details.

Campus Coffee House

UY{ORS N~EDED

LoRJFERRELL

UC I EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

The Campus Coffee House is
an establishment nm by List
Brickey that caters to Shawnee
State University students' needs.
It serves a variety of coffees,
bagels, sandwiches, pastries, and
teas. Some of the varieties of
coffee include cafe latte,
cappuchino, cafe mocha, and
espresso, as well as house and
specialty coffees. The Campus
Coffee House also serves several
kinds oftea, such as iced tea, hot
tea, and chi, a combination of
black tea, honey, vanilla bean,
ginger, spice, and milk. The pastries include chocolate confu$ion
cake, cheesecake, caramel turtle
cqeesecake and Oreo cake.
The Coffee House features

•

Pboto by Lori Ferrell

many SSU student related activities. The Silhouette and the
Writer's Cooperative often go
there for their meetings. All clubs
are welcome to hold their meetings there. Student artwork is displayed along the walls and
Brickey accepts most art submissions. On Saturday nights, many
local bands perform at the Cof-

ANNOUNCING
ratt Quarter Workshops
Sept22

Freshman Adjustment Issues

Sept30

Academic Survival Skills

Oct8

Improving Studyffest-taking Skills

Oct 16

Coping with Test Anxiety

Oct30

Leaming to Manage Time

Nov4

Managing Stress Effectively

Nov 12

Becoming More Assertive

All Workshops held 4 -5 pm in
Student Affairs Conference Room
OFFERED BY THE OF'FICE OF COUNSEUNG
AND PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES

fee House. An open mic is held
each Thlll'Sday, starting around 9
p.m. Brickey hopes the Coffee
House will be a.place where students come to study or just relax.
The Campus Coffee House is
open Monday through Saturday,
9 a.m. to 11 p.m. Hours will be
extended as needed and during
exam weeks.

The Student Success Center, now located in Massie Hall, needs more tutors . As a
current student at Shawnee State University you can be a tutor; you may tutor courses
that you have completed with an A or B grade, and for which you have faculty approval.
Tutoring is scheduled and takes place in the Student Success Center. Tutors are paid
minimum wage. Jhe Student Success Center needs tutors for a wide range of classes:
Accounting , Anatomy, Biology, Chemistry, Computer and Core Cours~s. English,
History, Math, and more. If you are interested or want more information, please stop by
the Student Success Center in Massie Hall.

REW

who drove a vehicle down the center of campus and destroyed a light pole
on the night of Wedn_esday, September 17, will receive a reward. Please
contact the Facilities or Security Office with the information.

we are pleased to serve you with
VV stories and features regarding students and
campus life, we must stress that the advertising
dollar is the key to a regularly published, quality
newspaper. As with larger college newspapers,
we are striving to run the Chronicle on ad sales
rather than budgeted university funding. .Our
advertising prices are available and can be given
to any person or organization seeking ad space
with the University Chronicle. Campus clubs and
otganizations will be charged specially reduced ·
prices.
Thank you,
Lori Ferrell
UC I Editor-in-Chief

D

Anyone with information leading to the culprit being apprehended

Qttirnniclt i\butrtising
JnlitU
'l"l ]bile

-

Dntuersttg
<ltltrnnttlt

needs
Ad Sell,e rs,
Reporters,
Distributo,r s.
Come see us in the
Facilities Building
(Office Annex)
for details.

(614) 355-2278

Student Activities ·
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RUSH KICKOFF

Monday, September 29 at 6:Q0 pm outside the University Center
SSU'S Greek council will be sponsoring a cookout to inform everyone about the
Greek system her~ at Shawnee. Attend this event to ·see if going Greek is for you.

Free Food!
Register for Rush in the Student Activities Office. ·

Rush Parties
Rushees will attend events from 6 - 10 pm each night Tuesday - Friday.
Alpha Pi Omicron/ Alpha Sigma Phil Delta Sigma Phil
f)elta Sigma Taul Omega Pi Mui Omicron Pi Omega/ Tau Kappa Epsilon

BOWLING "IGHT
DEADLINE FOR THE
L.E.A.D. Program ·is
Tuesday/ October 7
Turn in applications in
the Student Activities
Office.

I

FRIDAY, OCTO~ER 3RD ·
IIP.M.-3A.M.
iJ gAIN~OW ·LANES
ADMISSION ~I
SPONSORED ~y

~TUDENT PROGRAMMING BOARD

